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1.0 SUMMARY
In this report, velocity and temperature distributions pre-
dicted by a 3-D numerical model are presented and compared with mea-
surements taken during the Dilution Jet Mixing program (Contract
NAS3-22110). In addition, empirical correlations for the jet veloc-
ity trajectory developed in this program are presented. For all of
the configurations tested in the Dilution Jet Mixing program
(Phases I through III), measurements of both temperature and veloc-
ity distributions were made at several axial stations. The measured
temperature distributions were reported in the three previous
reports. The measured velocity distributions for all test cases
performed in this program are presented in this report in the form
of contour and oblique plots. The velocity distributions show char-
acteristics similar to those observed in temperature distributions.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Advanced aircraft propulsion gas turbine engines for civil and
military applications require increased thrust or horsepower per
unit airflow. The increased power density often results in higher
average combustor discharge temperature with attendant reduction of
the available dilution air. Effective use must be made of the
available dilution air to tailor the combustor discharge temperature
distribution.
The combustor discharge temperature quality is influenced by
nearly all aspects of the combustor design and in particular by the
dilution zone. To tailor the combustor discharge temperature pat-
tern, the discharge temperature distribution must be characterized
in terms of the dilution zone geometric and flow parameters. Such
characterization requires an improved understanding of the dilution
jet mixing processes.
The present program has been undertaken to acquire a data base
of dilution jet mixing characteristics, to develop empirical jet
mixing correlations and to validate combustor analytical design
models.
The main objectives of the NASA Dilution Jet Mixing Program are
to quantify the effects of the following on the jet mixing charac-
teristics with a confined cross-flow:
o Orifice geometry, momentum flux ratio, and density ratio
o Nonuniform mainstream temperature and velocity profiles
upstream of dilution orifices
o Cold versus hot jet injection
P>REC£DING PAGE BUNK NOT FILMED
o Cross-stream flow area convergence (accelerating cross-
stream) as encountered in practical dilution-zone geome-
tries.
o 2-D slots versus circular orifices
o Discrete noncircular orifices
o Single-sided versus opposed (in-line and staggered) jets
o Single row versus double row of jets
Besides generating a data base, a limited number of 3-D numeri-
cal computations were made for several dilution jet configurations.
The comparison between the numerical predictions and the test data
are presented in Section 4.
As a part of the program, an empirical model describing the jet
mixing characteristics was developed. The model results for temper-
ature field are reported in References 1 through 3. The empirical
model also predicts the jet velocity trajectory for all the config-
urations tested in the program. A description of the empirical
model for velocity trajectory and the comparison between data and
model results are provided in Section 5.
The temperature measurements obtained in this program are
reported in References 1 through 3. This report contains all the
velocity data obtained in the NASA Dilution Jet Mixing Program under
Contract NAS3-22110.
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST RIG, INSTRUMENTATION, AND DATA REDUCTION
3.1 Test Rig
A schematic layout of the jet mixing test rig is presented in
Figure 1. The mainstream airflow is ducted from the test cell main
air supply through a 15.24-cm internal diameter pipe. A transition
section connects the inlet pipe to a rectangular cross section of
constant width (30.48 cm) and adjustable height.
A perforated plate with 25 holes of 1.43-cm diameter provides a
relatively uniform airstream at the profile generator plenum. The
profile generator duct incorporates an adjustable bottom wall to
match the test section inlet height, which can vary from 10.16 cm to
15.24 cm.
A separate air supply enables the profile generator to provide
the desired radial profile of temperature and velocity upstream of
the jet-injection plane.
A third air supply allows the dilution injection orifices to
vary jet velocity and density. A number of interchangeable dilution
orifice plates and test section geometries are used to study con-
fined jet mixing with the mainstream. To minimize the rig thermal
losses, the rig walls are insulated with a 2.54-cm thick layer of
Kaolite insulation.
Detailed descriptions of the profile generator, test sections,
and dilution orifice plates are provided in References 1 through 3.
The test sections used in this program are shown in Figure 2, and
the orifice plate configurations employed are illustrated in
Figure 3.
The rig instrumentation includes a number of wall static pres-
sure taps and flow thermocouples, in addition to a traversing Pt/Ps/T
rake.
3.2 Instrumentation
The dilution jet mixing characteristics were determined by mea-
suring temperature and pressure distributions within the test sec-
tion at different axial stations. A traversing probe (Figure 4) is
used for this purpose.
The probe consists of a 20-element thermocouple rake with 20
total-pressure sensors on one side and 20 static-pressure rakes on
the other side. The nominal transverse spacing between the thermo-
couple rake and the total pressure rake is 0.508 cm. The spacing
between the thermocouple and the static pressure elements is
0.508 cm.
The height of the probe between the top and the bottom elements
is 9.35 cm. The first element is located 0.405 cm from the top wall
of the constant-height test section (Test Section I). All the ele-
ments are equally spaced in the vertical direction, providing a nom-
inal spacing of 0.492 cm.
The total-pressure sensor elements are made of Inconel tubes
with an outside diameter of 0.16 cm and a wall thickness of
0.023 cm. The internal conical design of the tube at the inlet pro-
vides a ±15 degree flow insensitivity angle. The static pressure
tubes, similar to the total pressure sensors, are dead-ended with
four bleeding holes of 0.03-cm diameter 90 degrees apart and 0.7 cm
from the tip. The total temperature sensors are type K thermocouple
wires with insulated junctions encased in 0.10-cm inside diameter
tubes, supported by 0.21-cm inside diameter enveloping tubes. The
insulated junction tubes exposed to the air stream are 0.76-cm long.
The sensing elements have a straight length of 1.52 cm or more
before the first bend to the probe core, where all tubes are
inserted in a rectangular probe shield, 4.32 x 0.67 cm.
The probe is mounted on a traversing system that allows travel
in three directions. This system allows for a 30.48-cm traverse in
the X-direction (mainstream flow direction) and 22.86 cm in the
radial (Y) and transverse (Z) directions with an accuracy of ±0.015
percent. The flow field mapping in the Z direction is made at
several planes starting at Z/S = -0.5 at intervals of 0.1. The mea-
surements in the X-direction were made at axial planes between
X/HQ =0.25 and X/H0 =2.0.
The temperature and pressure values from the test rig instru-
mentation are recorded on magnetic tape through a central computer-
ized data acquisition system. An on-line data display system pro-
vides real-time information on selected raw data for monitoring the
flow conditions. The raw data from the magnetic tape is used for
detail data reduction, analysis, and correlation.
3.3 Data Reduction
The pressure recordings from the probe rake were used to com-
pute the velocity V(X,Y,Z) at the point (X,Y,Z). An interpolation
scheme was used to compute pressure (Ps) values at the point where
probe thermocouples are located. From these total and static pres-
sures, a nondimensionalized velocity, V(X,Y,Z)/Vj, was computed.
V(X,Y,Z) is obtained from
(
V(X,Y,Z) =2 [Pt (X,Y,Z) - Ps (X,Y,Z)]/p(X,Y,Z)
The jet velocity, V j , is calculated from
Vj = 4 m.. /(pj N7rD2 CD)
where D is the orifice diameter, N is the number of orifices, PJ is
the jet density. (Pj/RTj), and CD is the orifice discharge coeffi-
cient.
The orifice discharge coefficients were determined by measuring
the pressure drop across the orifice plate (without cross flow) for
a range of mass flow rates. The discharge coefficient, CQ, was







where, WG is the corrected flow rate in lbm/sec and A is the geo-
metric area of the orifices in square inches.
JR T(°R) P(psi)
Note: w = w ' where 6 = , and § = 14.696a 5 ' w re = 5IQf6 , an § = 14.696c
The velocity vector in the vicinity of the jet injection plane is
predominantly in the radial direction. In such regions, the velo-
city values obtained from the rake probe are not expected to be
accurate.
An important parameter relevant to the jet description is the
jet momentum flux ratio, J, defined as
J = PjVj2 /(PmVm2)
where
PJ = Jet density
pm = Mainstream density = Pm/(RTm)
Vj or VJET = Jet velocity at the orifice Vena Contracta
Vm or VMAIN = Mainstream Velocity = nim/(pmAm)
8
Am = Effective mainstream flow area.
mm = Mainstream flow rate
Other flow parameters of interest are:
Mass flux ratio (blowing rate), M or BLORAT = PjVj/pmVm
Temperature ratio/ TRATIO = Tj/Tm
Density ratio, DENRATIO = Pj/pm
Velocity ratio = Vj/Vm.
The geometric parameters of importance associated with the orifice
configuration are: S/Dj and Hg/Dj, where Dj is the effective jet
diameter defined by
/ \°*5i = D(CD)Dj =
The quantities described in this section define the geometric
and flow conditions of each test and are reported along with the
reduced data.
The average mainstream velocity, Vm and the average jet velo-
city, V j, are mass weighted average values for the test. They
represent the correct momentum flux for the mainstream and the jet,
respectively.
4.0 RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
The empirical correlations developed in this program and other
existing empirical models describing the jet mixing characteristics
are applicable only within the scope of the experiments from which
these models are generated. Many practical combustion systems have
geometries that are not investigated in these experiments. The jet
mixing behavior in such systems can be predicted by 3-D numerical
calculations. In the Host Aerothermal Modeling Program Phase I
(Contract NAS3-23523), 3-D numerical calculations were performed for
10 dilution jet mixing test cases. The predicted temperature dis-
tributions are reported in Reference 4.
The 3-D calculations performed in that program include the test
configurations shown in Table 1. The predicted temperature and
velocity distributions by the 3-D model for these cases are
presented in Figures 5 through 52 in the form of oblique and contour
plots. The velocity distributions show the same characteristics as
the predicted temperature distributions.
The 3-D model underestimates the mixing of the velocity field.
Decreasing the number of finite-difference grids tends to increase
the mixing, which demonstrates that the solution is grid dependent
and that the numerical diffusion effects are significant. The jet
velocity penetration (corresponding to maximum velocity point) and
the acceleration of the cross flow around the jet are correctly pre-
dicted by the model; but the magnitudes of the predicted velocity
are only within 20 percent of the measured values.
As a part of the Phase III Dilution Jet Mixing Program, similar
3-D numerical calculations were made for six dilution jet configura-
tions shown in Table 2.
The predicted temperature and velocity distributions for these
six cases are presented in Figures 53 through 76. These figures
>
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TABLE 1. SAMPLE CASES OF 3-D CALCULATIONS PERFORMED IN






























































































































TABLE 2. SAMPLE CASES OF 3-D CALCULATIONS PERFORMED IN
















































































show the contour and oblique plots of nondimensionalized temperature
and velocity distributions, along with their vertical profiles along
the jet centerplane. The following general conclusions are made
from these figures:
o The jet velocity penetration is farther than the tempera-
ture penetration.
o The 3-D model underestimates the mixing of velocity and
temperature fields, especially in the transverse direc-
tion.
o The predicted centerplane velocity profiles are in good
agreement with the data. The centerplane velocity pro-
files are more accurately predicted by the 3-D model than
the temperature profiles.
o For 45-degree slots, the 3-D numerical model correctly
predicts the transverse shift of the centerplane profiles,
as well as the rotation of the theta contours. The
rotation of theta contours is not predicted by the Garrett
empirical model for angled slots.
o The 3-D model predictions are in qualitative agreement
with the data. Improvements in the numerics and turbu-
lence models are needed to accurately correlate with the
measurements.
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5.0 VELOCITY TRAJECTORY CORRELATIONS
The interaction of dilution jets injected normally into a con-
fined cross flow is highly complex and three-dimensional in nature.
Accurate characterization of this interaction requires multidimen-
sional models. Such models are currently in development and are not
yet validated. Furthermore, the multidimensional models are not
currently cost effective for making hardware changes in the combus-
tor to meet the combustor exit profile requirements. In order to
aid the combustor design efforts, GTEC developed empirical models
for characterizing the dilution jet mixing in confined cross flows,
by using the data obtained in this program. The empirical model is
based upon the correlations reported in Reference 5. The GTEC cor-
relations are applicable to the following configurations:
o Single sided and opposed jets
o Single row as well as multiple rows of jets
o Circular and noncircular jets
o 2-D slots and discrete angled slots.
o Nonuniform cross flow temperature and velocity profiles
o Flow area convergence.
Descriptions of the empirical model and its results were
reported in References 1 through 3. In these references, only the
temperature field was presented. In addition to correlating the
temperature field, the empirical model also estimates velocity
trajectory.
The expression for jet velocity trajectory developed in the
GTEC empirical model is based upon the following form proposed by
Walker and Eberhardt (Reference 6):
0.12 0.23 0.57 0.18
Yv/Dj = 0.549 J (S/Dj) (H0/Dj) (X/Dj) (1)
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where,
Yv is the jet velocity penetration
Dj is the effective jet diameter
S is the orifice spacing
HO is the channel height at jet injection plane
J is the momentum flux ratio.
Preliminary comparison between data and this expression indi-
cated poor agreement between the two. Based upon the data obtained
in this Dilution Jet Mixing Program, the following expression was
developed at GTEC for correlating the jet velocity trajectory:




a0 = 0.765 1 + §? (3)
1.25
a = 0.12 I 1 + £M (4)[-i]
and -a— is a measure of the rate of area change.
For a straight duct
(dH/dx = 0) a0 = 0.765 and a = 0.12.
Note the difference between equations (1) and (2), namely,
larger value of empirical constant a0 and slower decay in the
stream-wise direction. Both these equations give the same jet
trajectory for X/Dj = 250.
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The results obtained from equation (2) and their comparison
with test data are presented in Figures 77 through 99. In these
figures, the locations of measured jet trajectories are shown by
symbols, and predictions are shown by solid lines. For opposed and
double rows of holes, the trajectories corresponding to the bottom
injections or aft row of jets, whichever is applicable, are shown by
the broken lines. In these figures, the data points were obtained
by interpolating between the measured values. It is important to
note that the velocity measurements were made using a probe rake.
Such measurements are not expected to be accurate close to the jet
injection plane. Consequently, the velocity trajectory data in
those regions are not accurate. The following general conclusions
are made by comparing the trajectories obtained from the empirical
model with the test data:
o The empirical model correctly predicts, within measurement
accuracy, the trajectories for S/D = 2 and underestimates
it for S/D = 4.
o The model underestimates jet velocity trajectories for
tests using convergent ducts.
o For opposed jets, the empirical model accurately predicts
the jet penetrations for in-line arrangements; the agree-
ment between data and model results are poor for staggered
configurations .
o The empirical model underestimates the jet penetrations
for 2-D slots when equation (2) is used with S/Dj=l and
is replaced by HQ/W, where w is the slot width.
Jet velocity trajectories for bluff slots and 45-degree
slots are accurately predicted by the model, while those
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for streamlined slots are underestimated. For these dis-
crete slots, the Dj values employed in equation (2) cor-
respond-to those of equivalent area circular holes.
For double rows of jets, the model accurately estimates
jet penetrations for in-line arrangement and underesti-
mates them for staggered and offset configurations. For
multiple rows of jets, the lead row jet penetrations cor-
relate well with the measurements.
The empirical model for velocity trajectory must be evalu-
ated against more accurate data on trajectory.
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6.0 RESULTS OF VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
In References 1 through 3, the measured temperature distribu-
tions were presented for all test cases performed in Phases I
through III. The test configurations and flow conditions for these
tests are presented in Tables 3 through 12. In all these test
cases, total and static pressure measurements were made in addition
to obtaining thermocouple data, as described in paragraph 4.1. From
the total and static pressure data, the axial velocity component is
computed in the form described in paragraph 4.2. The measurements
obtained from the rake probe are not reliable in some regions,
especially in regions close to the injection plane where the veloc-
ity vectors are not aligned with the total pressure elements. In
these regions, the measured rake probe static pressures show higher
values than the corresponding total pressure data. The velocity
values in such situations are set equal to zero. The measured
velocity distributions are presented in nondimensional form as
Evaluation of the test data showed that for some of the test
cases, the accuracy of velocity data was very poor. For these test
cases, the velocity data will not be presented:
o Phase I - Tests 19 through 22 and 35 through 38.
o Phase n - Tests 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 27 through 34,
43, and 44, 46, 47, 48 and 51.
For the remaining test cases performed in Phases I through III,
the nondimensionalized velocity distributions are presented in the
form of contour plots and oblique plots. These results are shown in
Figures 100 through 183. The following conclusions are drawn from
the velocity data:
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The jet velocity penetration (location of maximum veloc-
ity) is farther than the jet temperature penetration.
However, when the jet penetration is close to the opposite
wall, the jet velocity and temperature centerlines are
close to each other.
The rate at which laterally two-dimensional profiles are
obtained for velocity is faster than the rate for tempera-
ture distributions.
The jet-to-mainstream density ratio, Pj/pmf has at best a
second order influence on the velocity distributions for a
given momentum flux ratio.
The influence of nonuniform mainstream velocity profile on
the velocity distribution is significant; but the super-
position scheme applicable to temperature distributions
may not be applicable to velocity distributions (Figures
112-117 and 135-140).
Flow area convergence enhances jet mixing. Velocity dis-
tributions in an asymmetrically convergent duct with jet
injection from the flat wall (Figures 122-125) are very
similar to those in an equivalent symmetrically convergent
duct (Figures 118-121) at the same momentum flux ratio.
For an asymmetrically convergent duct with jet injection
from the slant wall, the velocity gradients in the verti-
cal direction (Figures 126-129) are steeper than those
with flat wall injection or symmetrical convergence. The
jet spreading rates in the transverse direction are faster
for slant wall jets than the other two configurations.
Opposed jets injected into an asymmetrically convergent
duct produce velocity distributions (Figures 149-156)
similar to those in a symmetrically convergent duct
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(Figures 141-148) beyond X/Hg = 0.5. In the regions
closer to the injection plane, the jets from the slant
wall show deeper penetration than those from the flat
wall.
o Orifice plates having the same S/HQ ratio produce similar
velocity distributions at the same momentum flux ratios.
o The velocity distributions produced by streamlined slots
are similar to those of equivalent area circular holes
with the same S/HQ and momentum flux ratio in regions
beyond X/HQ = 1. In the regions closer to the jet injec-
tion plane, the velocity profiles for streamlined slots
show smaller vertical gradients compared to equivalent
area circular holes.
o The bluff slots have smaller jet velocity penetration com-
pared to streamlined slots or equivalent area circular
holes, but the velocity distributions are more two-dimen-
sional in nature. The bluff slots produce larger vertical
velocity gradients compared to equivalent area circular
holes.
o Double rows of in-line jets with S/D = 2.83, HQ/D = 5.66
(Plate M-3, Figure 3) produce velocity distributions very
similar to those of single row of jets with the same
spacing and diameter at the same momentum flux ratio. The
velocity profiles for these two orifices are similar,
while the magnitudes are different. Plate M-3 produces
smaller velocity gradients in the vertical direction than
the equivalent area circular holes (Plate 01/02/04) at the
same momentum flux ratio.
o The configuration with a double row of dissimilar holes
(Plate M-5, Figure 3) produces steeper velocity gradients
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in the vertical direction compared to Plate M-3. These
gradients are still smaller compared to those produced by
a single row of jet of equivalent area.
o In orifice Plate M-5, increasing the flows in the down-
stream row of jets increases the velocity gradients in the
vertical direction.
o Plate M-6 (with leading row of holes having S/D = 2 and
HQ/D = 8) produces velocity profiles very similar to those
of orifice plate 01/02/08 (single row with S/D = 2 and
Hg/D = 8) (See Figure 3 for orifice configurations.).
o The 45-degree slot generates a skewed vortex field, which
shifts the velocity centerplanes in the direction of slot.
In addition, the vortex field rotates the velocity con-
tours about the axis of the slot.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The NASA Dilution Jet Mixing program under Contract NAS3-2210,
was directed toward characterizing mixing processes of jets injected
into a confined cross flow. Measurements of temperature and
velocity were made for several orifice shapes and configurations.
The velocity distributions for these test cases are presented in
this report. In addition, empirical correlations were developed to
quantify the jet velocity trajectory. Comparison between the data
and the empirical model shows agreement within the accuracy of mea-
surements for most of the jet configurations studied.
As a part of the program, 3-D numerical calculations were per-
formed for several different orifice configurations. The 3-D model
underestimates the mixing of velocity and temperature fields.
Advanced numerics and turbulence models are needed to improve the
accuracy of 3-D model predictions.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A Test section cross-sectional area at survey plane
AR Aspect Ratio (frontal width/streamwide length)
CD Orifice discharge coefficient
D Geometric orifice diameter
Dj Effective orifice diameter
Kg Duct height at the jet injection plane






X x direction, parallel to duct axis
Y y direction, parallel to orifice centerline (radial
direction)
YV Centerplane velocity trajectory
Z z direction, normal to duct axis (transverse direction)
Greek







m Cross-flow property, average value
F First or lead row jet conditions
B Back or aft row jet conditions


































































Figure 2. Schematics of Test Sections Used in
the Program HQ=10.16 cm.
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 1, FINE GRID. J=25-32. S/D=2.0. H/D=8-0
Figure 5. Predicted Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 1.35X33X17. J=22.32. S/D=2.00. H/D=8.00
Figure 7. Predicted Velocity








































PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO- 1,35X33X17. J=2Z-32, 5/0=2-00, H/D-8-00
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 1.4-NODE JET. J=25-32. S/D=2.0. H/D=8.0
Figure 9. Predicted Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 2, 27X26X8, J=22-32. 5/0=2-00. H/D=8-00
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Figure 11. Predicted Velocity
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PREDICTED THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.6. FINE GRID. J-107.8. S/D=2.0. H/D=8-0
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 6. FINE GRID. 0=107.8. S/D=2.0. H/D=8.0
Figure 13. Predicted Temperature
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Figure 15. Predicted Velocity
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO- 3.35X33X17, J=92-63. S/D=2-00. H/D=8-00
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Figure 16. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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Figure 17. Predicted Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 4. 27X26X8, J-92-63. 5/0=2-00. H/0-8-00
Figure 19. Predicted Velocity
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PREDICTED THETH DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 50. TM=CONST. J=25.48. S/D=2.83. H/D=5-66
Figure 21. Predicted Temperature
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Table 1.
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 50. TM=CONST. J=25.48.S/D=2.83.H/D=5.66
Figure 25. Predicted Temperature
Distributions for Test Case 6 -
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Figure 26. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 6.32X29X21. J=25.48. 5/0=2.83. H/D=5.66
Figure 27. Predicted Velocity
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Figure 28. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 2. FINE GRID. J=2L59. 5/0=2-0. H/D=4.0
Figure 29. Predicted Temperature
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfl FIND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST NO. 02. TES" SECTION I. Tf1 = CONST . J - 21-59 . S/D rZ.OO , H/D =4.00
Figure 30. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 7. 45X23X19, Jrl8-59. 5/0=2-00. H/Dr4.00
Figure 31. Predicted Velocity
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO- 7.45X23X19. J=18-59. S/D=2-00. H/Dr4-00
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfl RND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 7. 45X23X19. SINGLE SIDED ROW OF JETS. J - 18-59 . S/D =2-00 , H/D =4.00
Figure 32. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Velocity
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 4. FINE GRID. J=26.68. S/D=4-0. H/0=4.0
Figure 33. Predicted Temperature

































THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO 4. TM=CONST. Jr26.7. 5/0=4.0. H/D=4.0
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfi RND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST NO. 4, TEST SECTION I. ONE SIDED , J = 26.68 . S/0 =4.00 . H/D =4.00
Figure 34. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO- 8.40X23X21. J=23.51. S/D-4.00. H/D-4.00
X/HO = 0-500








PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO- 8. 40X23X21. J=23.51. S/D=4.00. H/D=4.00
Figure 35. Predicted Velocity
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfl RND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 8, 40X23X21. SINGLE SIDED ROW OF JETS, J = 23.51 , S/D =4.00 . H/D -4.00
i Figure 36. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for








































PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 2. FINE GRID. J=6.14. S/D=4.0. H/D=4.0
Figure 37. Predicted Temperature





















THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.2. TI1=CONST. J-6-14. S/D=4.0. H/D=4-0
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfl flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST NO. 2. TEST SECTION I. TM = CONST . J = 6.14 .5/0 =4.00 . H/D =4-00
Figure 38. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 9. 40X23X2K J=5.31, S/D=4.00. H/D=4.00
Figure 39. Predicted Velocity



















PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 9. 40X23X21, J=5.31. S/D=4.00, H/D=4.00
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfl flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 9. 40X23X21. SINGLE SIDED ROW OF JETS. J - 5-31 . S/D =4.00 . H/D r4.00
Figure 40. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Velocity
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PREDICTED THETq DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 13. TOP COLD. J=22.63. S/D=2.0. H/D=4.0
Figure 41. Predicted Temperature
















THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 13, TOP COLD. J=22*63. S/D=2.0, H/D-4-0
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTR HND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST NO. 13. TEST SECTION I, TOP COLC J = 22.63 S/D =2-00 H/D r4-00
Figure 42. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature
























Figure 43. Predicted Velocity
Distributions for Test Case 10
69
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.10.TOP COLD. J=31.79. S/D=2.00. H/Dz4.00
S/OJ
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ =2-56
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COMPflRISON BETWEEN DRTR flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 10.45X23X19.TOP COLD MfllNSTRERM PROFILE.J = 31.79 . S/D =2.00 . H/D -4.00
Figure 44. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 02, IN-LINE. J=24.95, S/D=2.0. H/D=8.0
Figure 45. Predicted Temperature
Distr ibut ions for Test Case 11 - Table 1.
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THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 2. IN-LINE. Jr24.95. 5/0=2-0.
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COMPRRISON BETWEEN DRTfl flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST NO. 2. TEST SECTION I. OPPOSED (INL), J = 24-95 . S/D =2.00 . H/D =8.00
Figure 46. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature

















PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 11. IN-LINE, Jr24.94. S/D=2-00, H/D=8-00
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 11. 35X33X17. J=24.94, S/D=2.00. H/D=8.00
Figure 47. Predicted Velocity
Distr ibution for Test Case 11 -
Table 1.
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Figure 48. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 28. STflGGERED. J=26-42. S/D=4-0. H/D=4.
Figure 49. Predicted Temperature
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Figure 50. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Temperature
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 12.22X27X33. J=26.41. 5/0=4.00. H/D=4.00
Figure 51. Predicted Velocity
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Figure 52. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 1. TMzCONST. J=28.37, S/D=4.0. H/D=8.0
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PREDICTED THETR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 13 .TM=CONST. J=28.37, S/D=4.0. H/D=8.0
(TnRM-T>/lTH)M-TJ)
Figure 53. Predicted Temperature































PREDICTED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 1. TH=CONST. J=28-37. S/D=4.0. H/D-8.Q
S/DJ = 5.14
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Figure 54. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Temperature Distributions for
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST 13.36X29X19. J=28.37.S/Dz4.00.H/D=8.00
Figure 55. Predicted Velocity
Distr ibutions for Test No. 13 - Table 2.
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Figure 56. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distr ibutions for
Test No. 13 - Table 2.
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PREDICTED THETH DIGTRIB'iriONS FOR TEST NO. 14.TM=CONST. J=26.27,S/D=2.83.H/D=5.66
Figure 57. Predicted Temperature























PREDICTED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 2, PLRTE M3. J=26.27, S/D=2-83. H/D=5.66
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Figure 58. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Temperature Dis t r ibu t ions for
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST 14.PLRTE M3.J=26.27.5/0=2-83. H/D=5.66
Figure 59. Predicted Velocity
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Figure 60. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 15.42X28X17. J=26-36. 5/0=2-00, H/D=4.00
Figure 61. Predicted Temperature
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PREDICTED THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 3.CONV DUCT. J=26-36, S/D=2-00. H/D=4.00
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Figure 62. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Temperature Distributions for
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Figure 63. Predicted Velocity
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Figure 64. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 16.45 DEC SLOT. J=27.13.S/D=2.00.H/D=4.
Figure 55. Predicted Temperature
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PREDICTED THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 4,45 DEG SLOT. J=27.13. 5/0=2-00. H/D=4-OC
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Figure 66. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Temperature Distributions for
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PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST 16, 45 DEGREE SLOT, Jr27.13. 5/0=2-00
Figure 67. Predicted Velocity
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 4.45 DEC SLOT,J_27.13,S/D=2.00,H/D=4.00
S/DJ =





-0.50 -OJ5 OA OJ» OJO O.It
(U-VMfllNJ/VJET
VRflTIO = 3.52 TRRTIO = 0.466 DENRflTIO=2.186 TMfllN = 675.5 K
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ =2.46
-o.» aa> o.a
TJET = 314.5 K THEB = 0.334








COMPRRISON BETWEEN DflTfl flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 16.TM-CONST. 45 DEC SLOT (ONE-SIDED) J = 27.13 . S/D =2.00 . H/D =4.00
Figure 68. Comparison Between
Predicted and Measured Velocity
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO- 17, PLRTE M5. J=26.79.S/D=2-83.H/D=5.66
Figure 69. Predicted Temperature



























PREDICTED THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO- 5, PLflTE MS. J=26-79, 5/0=2.83. H/D=5-66
S/DJ = 3.42
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ =1.71
HO/OJ=6.83 VRflTIO=3.49 TRflTIO = 0.463 DENRflT!0=2.203 TflfltN = 677.2 K
X/H = 0.50 X/OJ =3.42
TJET - 313.5 K THEB = 0.342




O o.« 040 OJO
(TMflIN-T)/(TnniN-TJ)
-r- -r-
OJT O.tO 0.« OA OJD
(TMflIN-T)/(Tf1flIN-TJ)
COMPRRISON BETWEEN ORTfl RND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 17.PLRTE MS. RXIRL STRGED INJECTION J = 26.79 . S/D =2.83 . H/D =5.66
Figure 70. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Temperature Distributions for
Test No. 17 - Table 2.
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CONTOUR 1 2 3
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TRBNSVERSE 01ST. Z/S TRPNSVERSE 01 ST. 2/S
PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO- 5,41X23X21, J=26.79, S/D=2.83, H/D=5-66











PREDICTED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 17. 41X23X21. J=26.79.5/0=2-83.H/D:5.66
Figure 71. Predicted Velocity






CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 5.PLHTE MS. J=26.79. S/D=2.83, H/D=5.66
S/DJ = 3.42 HO/DJ =6.83
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ =1.71
1-0.10 -OJ8 0.00 O.tt
w
-OJO -OJS 0 00 O.O O.EO 0.1J
(U-VMflIN)/VJET
VRflTIO = 3.49 TRflTIO = 0.463 DENRqTlO=2.203
X/H = 0-50 X/DJ =3.42
o-OJO -O.O OJD 0^ 6
"Si - 1 - 1 - 1
TMfllN = 677.2 K
fee
TJET = 313.5 K THEB = 0.342
X/H = 1.00 X/DJ ^.83
g-O 60 -0.2B 0.00 0 £6
o.t9 3 no a.n o go on -0.9D -0.2& 0.00 0.25 O.SO 0 TS
(U-VMfllNJ/VJET (U-VMf)IN)/VJET
COMPflRISON BETWEEN nRTq RMD PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 17 .TM^CONST. RXIflLLY STflGED INJECTION J = 26.79 . S/D =2.83 . H/D =5.66
Figure 72. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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PREDICTED THETfl DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TEST NO. 18. TM=CONST. J=26.24,S/D=2-OO.H/D=4.00
Figure 73. Predicted Temperature
Distributions for Test No. 18 - Table 2.
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PREDICTED THETfl CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 6. TM-CONST. J=26.24. 5/0=2.00. H/D-4-00
2.29 HO/DJ = 4.57 VRflTIO = 3.47 TRflTIO = 0.468 OENRflTIO=2.18S TMRIN = 668.5 K
X/H = 0.50 X/OJ =2.29
TJET = 312.7 K THEB = 0.363
X/H = 1.00 X/OJ =4.57
0.00 0.20 .40
(TrfflIN-T)/(Tr1flIN-TJ) (THHIN-T)/(TtlflIN-TJ) (TriflIN-T)/(ThRlN-TJ)
COMPflRISON BETWEEN OflTfl flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 18,TM=CONST, SINGLE SIDED INJECTION J = 26.24 , S/D =2.00 . H/D -4.00
Figure 74. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Temperature Distributions for
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Figure 75. Predicted Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 18 - Table 2.
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PREDICTED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 6. TM=CONST. J-26.24, S/D-2-0, H/D=4.0
S/DJ
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ =1.14
2.29 HO/DJ =4.57 VRHTIO = 3.47 TRfiTIO = 0.468 DENRflTIO=2.185 TMflIN = 668.5 K
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ r2.29
TJET = 312.7 K THEB = 0.363
X/H = 1.00 X/DJ =4.57







COMPflRISON BETWEEN DflTfl flND PREDICTIONS FOR TEST 18.TM=CONST. SINGLE SIDED INJECTION J •= 26.24 . S/D =2.00 . H/D =4.00
Figure 76. Comparison Between Predicted
and Measured Velocity Distributions for
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TEST NO 20. CONV DUCT II. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08






TEST NO 24, CONV DUCT IV. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08
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X/HO
1.50 2.00
TEST NO 28. FLflT MflLL JET. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08










TEST NO 32. SLflNT WflLL JET. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08






Figure 81. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories for
Different Convergence and Jet Injection Angles,
S/D = 4, H0/D = 8.
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TEST NO 3. HOT MfllNSTREflM. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/04






TEST NO 4. HOT MfllNSTREflM. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/04








TEST NO 10. COLD MfllNSTREflM. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/04








TEST NO 18. TOP COLD PROFILE. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/04




Figure 82. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories
in a Straight Duct for S/D = 4, HQ/D = 4.
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TEST NO 5. HOT MfllNSTREflM. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/08










TEST NO 6. HOT MfllNSTREflM. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/08












TEST NO 11. COLO MfllNSTREflM. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/08






TEST NO 15. TOP COLD PROFILE. PHflSE I
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/08






0.00 O.SO 1.00 1.6D
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2.00
Figure 83. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories
in a Straight Duct for S/D = 2, HQ/D = 8.
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TEST NO 35, TOP COLD PROFILE, T.S. V
ORIFICE PLRTE 01/04/08












TEST NO 36, TOP COLD PROFILE, T.S. V
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08









TEST NO 37. TOP HOT PROFILE. T.S. V
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08






TEST NO 38. TOP HOT PROFILE, T.S. V
ORIFICE PLRTE 01/04/08









Figure 84. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories
in a Symmetrically Convergent Duct with Non-Uniform
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TEST NO 21. SYMM CONV DUCT. PHflSE II
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/04/08 (STO)








TEST NO 22. SYMM CONV DUCT. PHflSE II





TEST NO 37. HSYMM CONV DUCT - PHflSE II






TEST NO 38. RSYMM CONV DUCT - PHflSE II










Figure 89. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories for Opposed
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TEST NO 25. SYMM CONV DUCT. PHflSE II
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/04 (INL)
8 J = 6-67
TEST NO 26. SYMM CONV DUCT. PHflSE II
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TEST NO 41. RSYMM CONV DUCT - PHflSE II
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/04 (INL)
g J = 6.62
TEST NO 42. flSYMM CONV DUCT - PHflSE II
ORIFICE PLflTE 01/02/04 (INL)
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Figure 92. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories with
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'tST NO 2. ONE-SIDED JET. PHflSE III
STREflMLINED SLOTS. flJ/flM=.098
g J = 26.4T
o.oo 0.50 1.00
X/HO
1.80 2.00 0.00 0.50 1.00
X/HO
1.50 2.00
TEST NO 3. ONE-SIDED JET - PHflSE III
BLUFF SLOTS . flJ/fl«=G.Q98
_ J = 26.58
TEST NO 4. ONE-SIDED JET - PHflSE III
BLUFF SLOTS . flJ/flM=0.098









1.60 2.00 0.00 0.50 1.00
X/HO
l.SO 2.00
Figure 95. Predicted and Measured Velocity Trajectories
for Streamlined and Bluff Slots (Equivalent Site and
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IU-VMBIN)/VJETCU-VIf)IN)AJET (U-VmiN)AJET >/VJET (U-VMBIN1/VJET
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO l.TEST SECTION I. ONE-SIDED JET , J = 4 - 9 8 . S/D = 2-00 . H/D = 4-00
X/HO = 2.000
X/DJ = 9 . 7 7
CONTOUR 1
VflLUE 0.0000
2 3 4 5
0.0500 0.1000 0-1500 0.2000
6 7 8 9 10 11
0.2500 0.3000 0.3500 0-4000 0.5000 0-6000
TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S "" "'" TRRNSVERSE OIST. Z/S ' " TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO l.TEST SECTION I, ONE-SIDED JET ,J = 4-98 . S/D = 2-00 . H/D =4-00
TRRNSVERSE OIST. Z/S
Figure 100. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 1 of DJM Phase I
Testing.
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(U-VMHINI/VJET (U-ViniNl/VJET (U-VHRINl/VJET (U-VHBIN1/VJET lU-VMINI/VJET
-o.s





















TRflNEVERSE DIET. 2/S 1 S -C.S 1 S -O.S TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S l.S -O.S
X/HO = 2.000
X/DJ = 10.33
TRHNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRHNSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 2.TEST SECTION I. ONE-SIDED JET ,J = 18.59 , S/D =2.00 , H/D =4-00
TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S 1.S
Figure 101. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 2 of DJM Phase I
Testing.
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S =0.1016 METERS S/DJ = 4-682 HO/DJ = 4-682 VMRIN=4.6 M/SEC VJET = 7.9 M/SEC TMRIN = 360.7 K TJET = 170-5 K THEB = 0-1074 BLORRT= 3-356 DENRRTIO= 2-122









(U-VmiNI/VJET (U-VmiN)/VJET (U-VIMINJ/VJET (U-VIBIN)AJET (U-VMflIN)/VJET
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 3.TEST SECTION I, ONE-SIDED JET . J =5-31 . S/D = 4.00 . H/D = 4.00
1 „
CONTOUR 1 2 3
VHLUE 0-0000 0-OSOO 0.1000
i .
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0.1500 0.2000 0-2500 0-3000 0-3500 0.4000 0-5000 0-6000
t I 9 3 3 t 1 9 *
l.E -0.6 l.S -0.5 1.5 1.6 -0.5
TOWSVERSE Oisr. Z/S "" "" TRBNSVERSE OI8T. Z/S "" "" fRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S "" "" TRfiNSVERSE OIST. 2rf "~ '" TRRNSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 3,TEST SECTION I, ONE-SIDED JET ,J = 5.31 .S/D =4-00 .H/D =4-00
Figure 102. Measured Velocity





S =0.1016 METERS S/DJ = 4.869 HO/DJ = 4.869 VttfllN = 4.5 M/SEC VJET = 15-9 M/SEC TMfllN = 361.8 K TJET = 168.9 K THEB = 0.1915 BLORf)T= 7.148 DENRflTIO= 2.174
4, +. VI *.
TRflTIO=0-467
V f v
X/HO = 1 .000
X/DJ = 4.87
X/HO = 0-750
X/DJ = 3 . 6 5
, 5. -;—
(U-VHBIN)/V.JET (U-VMBIK1/VJET IU-VHRIN)/VJET (U-VHSINIAJET (U-KWIN1/VJET
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 4,TEST SECTION I, ONE-SIDED JET , J =23-51 , S/D =4-00 , H/D = 4.00
X/HO = 2.000
X/DJ = 9.74
9 i) * A
-0.5
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
VflLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0.1000 0-1500 0-2000 0-2500 0.3000 0-3500 0-4000 0-5000 0-6000
1.6 -O.S 1.S -O.S l.S -O.S
0.0
1.5 -O.STRWSVERSE DIST. Z/S " " " TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S " " " ~ TRBNSVERSE OtST. Z/S " " " TRRNSVERSE OI8T. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 4,TEST SECTION I, ONE-SIDED JET ,J = 23-51 . S/D =4-00 .H/D =4-00
TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S
Figure 103. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 4 of DJM Phase I
Testing.
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S =0-0254 METERS S/DJ = 2.582 HO/DJ = 10.328 VMfllN = 4.6 M/SEC VJET = 15.8 M/SEC TMRIN = 360.4 K TJET = 171.3 K THEB = 0.1687 BLORRT= 6.890 DENRflTIO= 2.128 TRRTIO=0.475
*. yi ^ Mi «- *> yy
X/HO = 1.000
X/DJ = 10.33
(U-vmiNl/VJET (U-VKRIK1AJET (U-VMHIN1/VJET (l>-VHRINI/VJfT (U-VHRIM/VJET





i.s -0 S 1.6 I.S
TRflNSVERSE OISI. Z/S "" " TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S "" "" TRWBVERSE DIST. Z/S "" TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 5.TEST SECTION I. ONE-SIDED JET . J = 22.32 . S/D = 2.00 , H/D
Figure 104. Measured Velocity











S =0-0254 METERS S/OJ = 2.571 HO/DJ = 10.285 VMRIN = 4.6 M/SEC VJET = 31.6 M/SEC TW1IN = 360.9 K TJET = 166.2 K THEB = 0.3018 BLORRT= 14.554 DENRflT 10= 2.287
T~ VU
Mi Mi Mi
(U-VMBIN1/VXT<U-VWIN)/VJET  (U-VHBINl/VJH (U-VHflim/VJET (U-VMRINI/VJET





















1.5 -0.5 1.5 -05 l.S -0.5 l.S -O.S
TRBNSVERSE DIST. Z/STRRNSVERSE D1ST. Z/S "" "" TRONSVERSE DIST. Z/8 "" "" TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S " "~ TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 6,TEST SECTION I. ONE-SIDED JET .J = 92-63 . S/D =2.00 , H/D =8.00
Figure 105. Measured^Velocity





S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 5.143 HO/DJ = 10.285 VMRIN = 4.6 M/SEC VJET = 16.1 M/SEC TMflIN = 361.9 K TJET = 167.8 K THEB = 0.1048 BLORflT=7.127 OENRRTIO= 2.192 TRRTIO=0.464
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TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE OISI. Z/S TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TWWSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 7.TEST SECTION I. ONE-SIDED JET , J - 28-37 , S/D - 4-00
Figure 106. Measured Velocity







TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S 1 E
PQLDOI/T
S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 5.143 HO/OJ = 10-285 VMflIN = 4-6 M/SEC VJET = 31.7 M/SEC IMF) IN = 360.7 K TJET = 165.9 K THEB = 0.1808 BLORflT= 14.866 DENRflTIO= 2.303 TRRTIO=0.460
(U-VHSINI/VJET (U-VWINI/VJET (U-VHfllNl/VJET (U-VIMIN)/VJET (U-WBINIAJET

































MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 8,TEST SECTION I. ONE-SIDED JET ,J = 96.00 , S/D =4-00 , H/D =8-00
Figure 107. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 8 of DJM Phase I
Testing.
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 9.TEST SECTION I. HEflTED JETS , J =22-69 . S/D =2 .00 , H/D = 4-00
(U-VnRIN)/VJET
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4
VflLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0-1000 0-1500
5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1




 TRPNSVERSE OIST. E/S ''* ~°'S TRHNSVERSE OIST. Irt "~ ~" TRBNSVERSE OIST. Z/S "" " " TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 9.TEST SECTION I. HEflTED JETS .J = 22-69 .S/D =2-00
Figure 108. Measured Velocity




. H/0 = 4-00
TRRNSVERSE OIST, Z/S 1.5




X/DJ = 5 . 1 7
i __^_^ I' j. ___ //
• .4. "35 ±m im t 0 w . **4j» 4^ M To Z»
(U-VHRIN)AJET (U-VdBINl/VJEr
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MEASURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 10.TEST SECTION I. HEflTED JETS .J = 22-63 .S/D =4-00 .H/D =4.00
I.S
Figure 109. Measured Velocity





S =0.0254 METERS S/OJ = 2.582 HO/OJ = 10.327 VMfllN = 4.6 M/SEC VJET = 31.1 M/SEC TMf)IN=161.3 K TJET = 247.1 K THEB = 0.1025 BLORflT=3.875 DENRflTIO= 0.672




(U-vmiN)AJET(U-VnRIN)AJET [U-VmiNI/VjeT CU-VI«IN>/VJET v N A  (U-VMRIN1/VJCT






















1.5 -0.6 1.5 -0.5 l.S -0.5 1.5 -0.5
TRfiNSVERSE OIST. Z/S "" "" TRflNS/ERSE OtST. Z/S "™ "" TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z^ "" "" TTONSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 11. TEST SECTION I, HEflTED JETS . J = 22-33 .S/D = 2-00 .H/D = 8-00
Figure 110. Measured Velocity







S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 4.961 HO/DJ = 9.921 VMflIN = 4.7 M/SEC VJET = 29.8 M/SEC TMfllN = 163.0 K TJET = 226-7 K THEB = 0-0617 BLOWT= 4.117 DENRflTIO= 0.747









iU-VmiNI/VJET [U-VnflIN)/VJET [U-YIMINI/VJET (U-VKfltNl/VJET IU-VnfiIN)/VJET
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 12,TEST SECTION I, HEflTED JETS , J =22-68 , S/D =4-00 , H/D = 8-00
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
VflLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 0.2000 0.2500 0-3000 0-3500 0-4000 0-5000 0-6000















MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 12.TEST SECTION I, HEflTED JETS , J = 22-68 , S/D =4-00 .H/D =8-00
Figure 111. Measured Velocity




S =0.0508 HETERS 8/DJ = 2.561 HO/DJ = 5.122 VHfllN = 5.1 M/SEC VJET = 18.2 M/SEC TURIN = 290.9 K TJET = 163.1 K Tt€B = 0.6508 BLORfiT= 7.626 DENRflTIfc 1.805 TRflTIO=0.560
X/HO = 2.000
X/OJ = 10.24
(U-VHRDO/VJCT (U-VNRIN)AUCT (U-VHRtN)/VJET (U-WBUOAJCT




CONTOUR 1 2 3




















-ox -04 14 -04
TRflNSVERSE OI8T. Z/8 H9M8VER8E OI8T. Z/8 TWN6VER8E OI8T. Z/8 TOWBVDtSE OI8T, Z^
MEflSUREO VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 13.TEST SECTION I. TOP COLD TM ,J = 31.79 . S/D =2.00 .H/D =4.00
Figure 112. Measured Velocity





























CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
VflLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 0.2000 0.2500 0.3000 0.3500 0.4000 0-5000 0.6000
041
-04 IRBHBVER8E Ot8T 14
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 14.TEST SECTION I, TOP COLD TM , J = 6.70 . S/D = 4-00 , H/D = 4.00
Figure 113. Measured Velocity





S =0.0254 METERS S/OJ = 2.588 HO/DJ = 10-353 VHflIN = 4-7 M/SEC VJET = 33.3 n/SEC TURIN = 342.3 K TJET = 165.1 K THEB = 0.4692 BLORflT= 14.821 DENRflTICfc 2.215 TRflTIO=0.482
(IHMIIN)/VJET (U-VMRINIAJET (U-VNRIM)AJET (U-WBDH/VJET (IHMHN)AJCT
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 15,TEST SECTION I. TOP COLD TM , J =99.21 . S/D = 2.00 , H/D = 8.00
X/HO = 2.000
X/DJ = 20.71
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1






-041 141 -04! 14> -04! 14> 1.8
TMMBVEME OI8T. Z/8 "~ TRMVERS OI8T. Z/8 TONSVERSE OI8T. 1/8 T1WWVEH8E OI8T. VI
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 15.TEST SECTION I. TOP COLD TM .J = 99.21 , S/D =2.00 ,H/D =8.00
Figure 114. Measured Velocity







S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 4.888 HO/DJ = 9-776 VMflIN = 5.5 M/SEC VJET = 19.2 M/SEC TMflIN = 315.1 K TJET = 172.6 K THEB = 0.5174 BLORflT= 6.908 DENRflTIO= 1







(U-WRDUAJET (U-VMRUUAJET (U-VTBUtl/VJET (U-VHRIN)AXT
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 16, TEST SECTION I, TOP COLD TM . J =24-38 . S/D = 4.00
X/HO = 1.500
X/DJ = 14.66





CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
VRLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0-1000 0.1500 0.2000 0-2500 0.3000 0-3500 0.4000 0-5000 0.6000
04)
-0.6
TRMSVERSE 018T. Z/8' OI8T. Z/8 . TRANSVERSE OI8T. Z/8 TRANSVERSE D1ST. Z/8 THMBVERBE OI8T. Z/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 16,TEST SECTION I, TOP COLD TM ,J = 24.38 , S/D =4.00 , H/D =8.00
Figure 115. Measured Velocity









(U-VMRINl/VJET (U-VmtNI/VJET lO-YmiN)/VJET CO-VIM INI/VJET






5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
0.2000 0.2500 0.3000 0.3500 0-4000 0.5000 0.6000
-o s
nWNSVERSE OIST. Z/8 TRflNSVEKSE OIST, Z/S
-0.6
TRW6VERSE DIST. Z/S TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRANSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 17,TEST SECTION I. TOP HOT TM . J = 24.45 , S/D =2-00 , H/D =4-00
Figure 116. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 17 of DJM
Phase I Testing.
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S =0.0508 METERS S/OJ = 4.869 HO/DJ = 9.737 VhflIN = 5.5 M/SEC VJET = 22.0 H/SEC TMflIN = 302.8 K TJET = 176.0 K THEB = 0.4895 BLORflT= 7.207 QENRflTICfc 1.757
X/HO = 1.500
X/DJ = 14.61ir /' !•
= j^  *im 1m Jm C Z. lL .U /. S i. Ut -U JW S 2.
(U-VHRWIAUET (U-VHRWIAJCT (U-VHR»)AJET (U-ymwIAJET




CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
VflLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0-1000 0.1500 0-2000 0-2500 0-3000 0-3500 0.4000 0.5000 0.6000
. i. . i .
04
1.5 -04
TRflNSVERK OI8T. VS IRW8VERSE DI8T. Z^ TRANSVERSE OI8T. L«
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 18,TEST SECTION I. TOP HOT TM
04)




.J = 29.55 ,S/D =4.00 .H/D =8.00
TRMVERSE DI8T. 1/8
14
Figure 117. Measured Velocity

















2 3 4 5 6 7
0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 0.2000 0.2500 0.3000
i.s 1.5
TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 23. TEST SECTION IV. TftCONST
Figure 118. Measured Velocity













 TRflNSVERSE OI6T. Z/6
,J = 21-05 .S/D r 4 - 0 0 .H/D =8.00


























1HMBVBOE DI8T. Z/8 TRSH6VER8E DI8T. Z/8











,J = 85.81 ,S/0 =4.00 .H/D =8.00
1.0
Figure 119. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 24 of DJM
Phase I Testing.
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3 4 5 6 7











THMYBBE OUT. V9 -0-B TWNBVEraE DI8T. Z/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 25. TEST SECTION IV, TM=CONST
Figure 120. Measured Velocity







,J = 6.73 ,S/D =2.00 ,H/D =4.00
FQtoour 2
















3 4 5 6 7
0.1000 0.1500 0.2000 0.2500 0.3000
i 4 -O4 14
TRRBVERSE OI8T. Z/8 TRWBVER8E DI8T. in










,J = 26.73 .S/D =2.00 , H/D =4.00
M-o
Figure 121. Measured Velocity









X/HO = i .000
X/DJ = 9.92
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 27. TEST SECTION V. TM=CONST . J =27.18
lU-vmUM/VJET
. S/D =4.00 . H/D = 8.00
CONTOUR 1
VRLUE 0.0000
2 3 4 5 6 7











TWNSVERSE DI8T. Z/S TRANSVERSE OIST. Z/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 27. TEST SECTION V. TM=CONST
Figure 122. Measured Velocity







.J = 27.18 .S/D =4.00 ,H/D =8-00
14
FOLWX/T
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TWWSVWSE OI8T. 1/8 TRANSVERSE OI8T. Z/5
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 28. TEST SECTION V. TM=CONST .J =
-0>S
TTONSVERSE DIST. Z^
106.67 ,S/D =4.00 . H/D =8-00
Figure 123. Measured Velocity
































THMVCRSC OlST. 1/8 TRONEVEnE OI8T. L^S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 29. TEST SECTION V, TM=CONST
Figure 124. Measured Velocity














.S/D =2.00 .H/D = 4.00
FQUXXff FRAMS
S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 2.540 HO/DJ = 5.080 VMfllN = 4.7 H/SEC VJET = 17.2 M/SEC TMfllN = 358.7 K TJET = 174.3 K THEB = 0-3149 BLORflT= 7.549 DENRBTIO= 2.087















3 4 5 6 7











TRANSVERSE DIST. Z^ • TRflNSVERSE OI8T. in
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 30. TEST SECTION V. TM=CONST
TRRNSVCREE DIST. IK
. J = 27.31 .S/D = 2.00 .H/D = 4.00
tl.O
Figure 125. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 30
of DJM Phase I Testing.
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TRANSVERSE DI8T. Z/S TRANSVERSE OI8T. Z/8











,J = 26.58 .S/D =4.00 .H/D =8.00
04)
Figure 126. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 31
of DJM Phase I Testing.
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FOJXX/T HOLDOUT





\\\v X/HO = 1.000
X/OJ = 10.16
(u-vmwi/vjcr






3 4 5 6 7
0.1000 0.1500 0.2000 0.2500 0.3000
04)
8 9 10 11
0.3500 0.4000 0.5000 0-6000
-0.5 1.6 -0.6
TIWN8VERSE OI8T. Z^ '" "" TRBNSVERSE DI8T. Z/8 "" "" TRBN8VERSE OI6T. Z/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 32. TEST SECTION VI. TM=CONST .J = 107.57 . S/D = 4.00 .H/D =8.00
1.0
Figure 127. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 32
of DJM Phase I Testing.
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FOLDOfUT






T5 J5 Ja im im
(u-vmw)/vjer
X/HO = 1 -000
X/OJ =5 -00
(U-VMRWI/VJCT



















TRANSVERSE OI8T. Z/6 TRRNSVERSE OI8T. 1/8












.S/D = 2.00 .H/D = 4.00
14
Figure 128. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 33
of DJM Phase I Testing.
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FOLDOUT FRAME







X/OJ = 5 . 1 2
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 34. TEST SECTION VI. TM=CONST . J =26.36
IU-VIMUD/VJCT
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TRfMSVERSE OI8T. Z/8 TRPNSVERSE DI8T. Z/8










,J = 26.36 ,S/D =2.00 . H/D =4.00
1.5
Figure 129. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 34




S =0.0254 METERS S/DJ = 2.496 HO/DJ = 9.983 VMflIN = 4.7 h/SEC VJET = 31-8 M/SEC TMflIN = 359-0 K TJET = 168-8 K THEB = 0-4879 BLORflT= 15-447 DENRRTIO= 2-250 TRflTIO=0-470







































MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 3, TEST SECTION I. IN-LINE JETS ,J = 101.79 , S/D rZ.OO , H/D =8.00
Figure 130. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 3
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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roLoour
S =0.0254 METERS S/DJ = 2.461 HO/DJ = 9.844 VMRIN = 5.1 M/SEC VJET = 9-1 M/SEC TMfllN = 360-5 K TJET = 180.9 K THEB = 04890 BLORflT= 3.686 DENRRTIO= 2-OOZ TRRTIO=0.502
,». -M Iffl ij. y. «»« ^ » ffi ..» y. ^ -f. VV ... tj
X/HO = 0.250




X/DJ = 4 . 9 2
(U-VmlNI/VJET (U-VmlN)/VJET
MEASURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 4,TEST SECTION I.STflCGERED JETS . J =6-52
X/HO = 1.000
X/DJ = 9.84
. S/D = 2-00
(U-VMBINl/VJET

















6 7 8 9













MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 4,TEST SECTION I .STRGGERED JETS ,J - 6-52 , S/D =2-00 , H/D =8-00
Figure 131. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 4
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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(U-VmiN)/VJET tU-VtMINlAJET IU-VMRIN1AJET (U-VNRINIAJET
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TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRANSVERSE 01SJ. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 5,TEST SECTION I .STflGGEREO JETS ,J = 25.15 .S/D =2-00 , H/D =8-00
Figure 132. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 5
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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FQLDOUT
S =0.0254 METERS S/DJ = 2.481 HO/DJ = 9.924 VMflIN = 5-0 M/SEC VJET = 33.6 M/SEC TMflIN = 358.4 K TJET = 174-1 K THEB = 0.4845 BLORRTr 15-063 DENRRTIO= 2.195 TRRTIO=0.486
X/HO = 0.250
X/DJ = 2 . 4 8
X/HO = 0.500
X/DJ = 4 . 9 6
(U-VHBINI/VJET (U-VmiNl/VJET (U-VWIN)/VJET
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 6,TEST SECTION I .STflGGERED JETS ,J - 99-23 , S/D =2-00 , H/D =8-00
0.0
Figure 133. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 6
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 12.TEST SECTION I .STflGGERED JET .J = 103.01 .S/D =4-00 .H/D =8-00
Figure 134. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 12
















[U-VHBIN1/VJET (U W INI/  'J-V lN)A I (U-VMBINI/VJET
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-O.S -O.B l.S -C.S
T T
. . . . 
TRWBVERSE DIST. H/S TRRNS/ERSE OIST. Z/S TRq\is-/E^SE DIST. H/S TRBNS'/ERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSUREO VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 13. TOP COLO TMflIN. IN-LINE JETS ,J = 27-49 , S/D =2.00 . H/D =8-00
0.0
Figure 135. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 13
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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z
S =0.0254 METERS S/DJ = 2.500 HO/DJ = 10.000 VHRIN = 5.8 M/SEC VJET = 10.8 M/SEC TfflIN = 307.7 K TJET = 178.7 K THEB = 0.5982 BLORRT= 3.457 DENRflTIO= 1.725 TRRTIO=0.581
<±> -«?
X/HO = 0.250
X/DJ = 2 . 5 0
(•J-VHflIN)/VJET
X/HO = 0.500




MEflS'JRED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 14, TOP COLD TMflIN, STflGGERED JET , J =6-92 . S/D = 2.00
(U-VI«IN)/VJET
, H/D = 8-00
X/HO = 2-000
X/DJ = 20.00










6 7 8 9
0.2500 0.3000 0.3500 0-4000
10 11
0.5000 0-6000
TRSNSVERSC DIST. Z/S -0 5 TRPNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRaNS"/E«E OIST. Z/S
-O.E>
TRANS'/ERSE OIST. Z/S
MERSUREO VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 14,TOP COLD TMfllN.STHGGERED JET .J - 6-92 . S/D =2-00 . H/D =8-00
Figure 136. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 14




S =0-0254 METERS S/DJ = 2.520 HO/DJ = 10-080 VMflIN = 5-8 M/SEC VJET = 21-2 M/SEC TMflIN = 308-1 K TJET = 177-0 K THEB = 0-6541 BLORflT= 6-942 DENRRTIO= 1-758 TRflTIO=0-57<





































TRBMS/ESX DIST. Z/S -0-6 TRBMSVESSE DIST, Z/S -0.6 TRSNSVESSE 01ST. Z/S
MERSJRtD VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 15.TOP COLD TMfllN.STRCGERED JET ,J = 27-42 .S/D -2.00 .H/D -8-00
1.0
Figure 137. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 15
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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FQLJDOUT
S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 5.000 HO/DJ = 10.000 VMRIN = 5.7 M/SEC VJET = 20.9 M/SEC TMflIN = 305.5 K TJET = 178.5 K THEB = 0.6016 BLORflT= 6.892 OENRRTIOr 1.733 TRRTIO=O.S84







lU-VMBINl/VJET (U-VmiNl/VJET (U-VmiN)/VJET <U-VIWIN)/VJET
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f t " T r
.  l.S -0.5
TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRSNS/ESSE DIST. Z/S TRBNS'/ERSE OIST. Z/S IRRMS/OSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 16. TOP COLD TMfllN. IN-LINE JETS ,J - 27.42 . S/D =4-00 . H/D =8-00
Figure 138. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 16











MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 17,TOP COLD TMRIN.STflGGERED JET , J =27.70




































MERSURtD VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 17.TOP COLD ^qiN.STflCGERED JET ,J - 27.70 , S/D =4.00 .H/D =8.00
Figure 139. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 17
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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, H/D = 8-00
-o.s
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TRANSVERSE OIST. Z/S 1.0
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 18,TOP COLD TMfllN.STRGGERED JET , J = 115-34 , S/D =4.00 . H/D =8-00
Figure 140. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 18
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7JWBVEME OI8T. Z/B '" '" TRANSVERSE DI8T. 1/8 '" ~" IJWNSVERSE OI8T. V8
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 19.SYMM CONV DUCT.IN-LINE JETS .J = 25.97 .S/D =2.00 .H/D =8.00
0.0
Figure 141. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 19
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 20.SYMM CONV DUCT.IN-LINE JETS .J
T T
~°'* TRPKSVERSE OI8T. Z/8
106.45 .S/D =2.00 , H/D =8-00
04)
1.8
Figure 142. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 20
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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KEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 21 .SYKM CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET , J -: 25-92 , S/D =4-00 , H/D =8.00
Figure 143. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 21
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 5.040 HO/DJ = 10.080 VKflIN = 5-0 H/SEC VJET = 34.4 M/SEC TffllN = 357.9 K TJET = 165.8 K THEB = 0.3260 BLORflT= 15.640 OEN!WTIO= 2.272








X/HO = 1 .COO
X/DJ = 10.Ob
(U-VmiM/VJET IL-VWIM/VJET
























MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 22-SYfT CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET , J = 107.66 , S/D =4.00 , H/D =8-00
Figure 144. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 22















MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 23.SYMM CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET , J =6.77 . S/D = 4.00 , H/D = 4.00
CONTOUR 1
VflLUE 0.0000
I 91 q 1 K-
2 3
0.0500 0.1000
4 5 6 7 8 9









MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 23.SYMM CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET . J = 6.77 . S/D = 4.00 .H/D = 4-00
Figure 145. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 23




S =0.1016 METERS S/DJ = 4.969 HO/DJ = 4.969 VMfllN = 5.0 M/SEC VJET = 17.3 H/SEC TKfllN = 358.1 K TJET = 189.0 K THE8 = 0.3272 BLORRT= 7.449 DENRflTIO= 2.154







X/OJ = 4 . 9 7
(U-lT«IMAJET (U-VmiN)/VJET (U-\iniM/YJET
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 24.SYMM CONV DUCT.S7RGGERED JET . J = 25-76 ,S/D =4.00 , H/D = 4.00
Figure 146. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 24








S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 2-471 HO/DJ = 4-942 VMflIN = 5-0 M/SEC VJET = 8-8 M/SEC TMflIN = 358-4 K TJET = 166-9 K THEB = 0-3283 BLORflT= 3.791 OENRf)TIO= 2.156 TRflTIO=0-466
= 0-250








. S/D = 2.00 , H/D = 4.00
VRLUE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11




TRBNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE OIST. 1/3
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 25.SYMM CONV DUCT.IN-LINE JETS .J = 6.67
RRNSVERSE DIST. Z S
.S/D = 2.00 .H/D = 4.00
Figure 147. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 25




S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 2.b20 HO/DJ = 5.039 VMflIN = 5.0 M/SEC VJET = 17.2 M/SEC TffllN = 358.2 K TJET = 167.1 K THtB = 0.4810 BL03RT= 7.456 OENRRTIO= 2.174
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TR3NS-/ERSE OIST. f/8 " " " " TISNSVER^ OIST. Z/S ' TSflNS/ERSE OIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCrY DROFILES FOR TEST NO 26.SYKM CON\ DUCT. IN-LINE JETS .J = 25.58 .S/D =2.00 , H/D =^.00
t.s
Figure 148. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 26
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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.S/D = 2.00 .H/D =8.00
Aj 0.0
Figure 149. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 35
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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 TRBNSVERSE OIST. Z/S
106-85 .S/D =2.00 .H/D =8.00
=1 0.0
t.s
Figure 150. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 36
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 37,flSYh CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET . J =25.68 . S/D = 4-00 . H/D = 8.00
CONTOUR 1 2 3





























MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 37.flSYM CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET ,J = 25.68 .S/D =4-00 , H/D =8-00
Figure 151. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 37
of DJM phase II Testing.
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FQUXM/T
S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 5.040 HO/DJ = 10.080 VMRIN = 5.0 M/SEC VJET = 34.7 M/SEC TURIN = 358.7 K TJET = 168.5 K THEB = 0.3245 BLORflT= 15.678 OENRflTIO= 2.260 TRRTIO=0.470







































TMBVDOE OI8T. Z/8 TTWNBVEME DI8T.
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 38.RSYM CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET .J = 108.76 , S/D =4.00 .H/D =8-00
Figure 152. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 38
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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FOLDOUTHUMI
S =0.1016 METERS S/DJ = 4.882 HO/DJ = 4.882 VMflIN = 5-0 M/SEC VJET = 9.0 M/SEC TMflIN = 358.6 K TJET = 173.3 K THEB = 0.1994 BLORflT= 3.726 DENRflT 10= 2.075 TRflT10=0.48














. S/D = 4-00 , H/D = 4-00
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1








MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 39.RSYM CONV DUCT.STflGGERED JET . J = 6-69 ,S/D = 4-00 . H/D = 4.00
Figure 153. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 39
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 40.RSYM CONV DUCT.STROGERED JET .J = 25.95 .S/D = 4.00 .H/D = 4.00
Figure 154'. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 40 _











MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 41 .RSYMM CONV DUCT.IN-LINE JETS . J =6.62
(U-WRDUA.CT























TMNBVEHE OUT. Z/8 TWHSVEWE DI8T. VS







 TMWVEMe OI8T. Z/8
.8/0 =2.00 .H/D =4.00
Figure 155. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 41
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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-04 -04i
TMHBVEMC DI8T. 1/8 TWHBVEME DI8T. V* TKPNBVER8E OI8T. 1/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 42.RSYMM CONV DUCT. IN-LINE JETS . J = 26-12 .S/D =2.00 .H/D =4.00
Figure 156. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No, 42










(U-VmtN)AJCT (IHMRWIAJET (U-VHUNI/VJET HHMUNI/Vjn
X/K) = 2.000
X/DJ =3.75
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1 1.0 i i i 1.0
-04 14 -04
TBWSVBtSE OI8T. Z/8 TRflNSVERSE DI8T. Z/8 TRflNSVERSE DI6T. Z/8 TWN6VERSE DI8T.
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 45R. 10-24 MM 2-0 SLOT.TM=CONST . J = 6-66 . S/D = 1-00 . H/D =9.92
1.0
14
Figure 157. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 45A
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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THMSVERSC OI8T. Z/8 TMM8VERSE OI8T. V6 TWMSVERSE OI6T. Z/8 TWN6VDBE OI8T.
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 45B. 10.24 MM 2-0 SLOT,TM=CONST .J = 25.33 .S/D = 1-00 .H/D =9.92
Figure 158. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 45B
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MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 45C. 10.24 MM 2-0 SLOT ,TM=CONST . J =78.20
XAIO = 1.000
X/DJ = 1.93
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Figure 159. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 45C
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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TRBNSVERSE DJST. Z/S ' TRttSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 49. SINGLE SIDED JETS. TM=CONST . J = 6-49 .S/D = 2-83 .H/D = 5-66
Figure 160. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 49
of DJM Phase II Testing.
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FQLDOUT




X/DJ = 3 . 3 7
IU-VMR1NI/VJET IU-VnfiIN]/VJET (U-VnAlNl/VJET
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TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRfiNSVERSE OIST, Z/S TRflNSVERSE D1ST, Z/S " " " " TRfiNSVERSE D1ST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 50. SINGLE SIDED JETS. TM-CONST ,J z 25-46 , S/D = 2-83 .H/D = 5.66
1.5
Figure 161. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 50

























MEflSURED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO l.S-L. SLOT. J=6-60. 5/0=2-00. H/D=4-00
Figure 162. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 1
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Figure 163. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 2
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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S =0-0508 METERS S/DJ = 2.104 HO/DJ = 4.207 VMflIN = 17.2 M/SEC VJET = 60.3 M/SEC TMRIN = 675.0 K TJET = 316-5 K THEB = 0.4026 BLORRTr 7.592 OENRRT10= 2-168 TRHTIO=0-469
(U-VnHIN)/VJET (U-VnRlN)/VJET (U-VnRIN)/VJET
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 3, TM-CONST. BLUFF SLOTS . J - 26-59
(U-VHRINJ/VJET
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I 1 i.o
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TRANSVERSE D1ST. Z/S * TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO 3.BLUFF SLOT, J=26-59. S/D=2-00. H/D=4.00
TRRNSVERSE GIST. Z/S
Figure 164. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 3





S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 2.118 HO/DJ=4.237 VMRIN = 12.6 h/SEC V JET = 88.8 M/SEC TMflIN = 655.3 K TJET = 315.0 K THEB = 0.5705 BLORRT= 15.183 DENRflTIO= 2.161 TRflTIO=0.481
... M.
(u-vmiNi/vjET lU-vmiNiAJET (u-vmiN)/vjrr













TRANSVERSE 01ST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE DI5T. Z/S





Figure 165. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 4





S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 3.476 HO/DJ = 6.952 VMflIN = 5.4 M/SEC VJET = 9.4 M/SEC TMflIN = 383.5 K TJET = 177.3 K THEB = 0.1978 BLORflT= 3.800 DENRftT10= 2-172 TRflTIO=0.462
X/HO = 0.500
X/DJ = 3.48
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6 7 8 9






MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 5, TM=CONST, PLRTE M-3 (INL) .J = 6-65 , S/D =2-83 .H/D =5-66
Figure 166. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 5






S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 3.510 HO/DJ = 7.020 VMfllN = 5.2 M/SEC VJET = 18-1 M/SEC TMflIN = 370.0 K TJET = 172.5 K THEB = 0.3268 BLORflT= 7.574 OENRflTIO= 2.184 TRflTIO=0.466









IU-VfBIK)/VJEI (U-VMRINI/VJET IU-VMB1NI/VJET <U-Vt*IINI/VJET













1.5 -0.5 l.S -0-5 l.S -O.S
TRflNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE D1ST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S " " " " TRflNSVERSE 01ST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 6, TM=CONST, PLflTE M-3 (INL) ,J = 26-27 , S/D =2-83 , H/0 = 5-66
1.S
Figure 167. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test Mo. 6
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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IU-VWJNJ/VJET iu-ymiN)/vjET IU-VMBINI/VJET (U-VHRINI/VJET
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 7. TM-CONST. PLflTE M-3 (INL) . J = 107.18 . S/D - 2-83 . H/D = 5.66
X/HO = 1.500
X/DJ = 10-85
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11












MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 7, TM=CONST. PLflTE M-3 (INL) .J = 107.18 .S/D =2-83 .H/D =5.66
Figure 168. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 7
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 8. TMzCONST. PLflTE M-4 (STG) ,J = 6-67 .S/D -4.00 .H/D =4-00
Figure 169. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 8




S =0.1016 METERS S/DJ = 4.964 HO/DJ = 4.964 VMflIN = 5.3 M/SEC VJET = 18.5 M/SEC TMfllN = 373.1 K TJET = 174.2 K THEB = 0.3314 BLORfiT= 7.650 DENRflTIO= 2-185 TRfiTIO=0-467







IU-VflRIN)/VJET (U-VHB1NI/VJET (U-VNB1N)/VJET (U-VflBINI/VJET















TRfWSVERSE 01ST. Z/S 1.0 -0.5 TRANSVERSE 01 ST. Z/S
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 9. TM=CONST, PLflTE M-4 (STG) . J = 26-78 .S/D = 4-00 . H/D = 4-00
Figure 170. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 9
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i l l i l l
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TRBNSVERSE OI8T. Z/8 "" "" TRflNSVERSE DIST. IK TRflNSVERSE DI8T. Z/8 "' "" TRflNSVERSE DI6T. Z/8
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 10.TM=CONST, PLflTE M-S(OFF-SET) ,J = 6-72 , S/D =2-83 , H/D =5.66
1.6
Figure 171. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 10
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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TRfiNSVERSE 01ST. Z/S ~~ '" TRBNSVERSE DIST. Z/S TRflNSVERSE OIST. Z/S TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO ll.TH=CONST, PLflTE M-S(OFF-SET) ,J = 26-79 , S/D =2.83 , H/D =5-66
i.s
Figure 172. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 11
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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1.5 -O.S l.S -o.s l.S -o.s
TRANSVERSE OIST. Z/S "" "" TRflNSVERSE D1ST. Z/S "" *" TRBNSVEftSE DIST. Z/S "" " TRflNSVERSE 01ST. Z/S
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 12,TM=CONST. PLflTE M-510FF-SET) . J = 106-27 , S/D =2.83 , H/D - 5-66
1.5
Figure 173. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 12
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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FOLDOUT
S =0.0508 METERS S/DJ = 3.424 HO/DJ = 6.848 VHRIN = 17.0 M/SEC VJET = 58.5 (I/SEC TURIN = 672.0 K TJET = 310.1 K THE3 = 0.2820 BI.ORRT= 7.605 DENRflTIO= 2-208 TRRTIO=0.461













MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 13, TEST SECTION I. PLflTE MS , J = 26-20 . S/0 = 2.83 , H/D = S-66
CONTOUR
VflLUt










TRANSVERSE DIST, Z/S TrlfliJSVERSE DIST. Z/S
MEflSURED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO 13.PLflTE M5.J1=26 ,J2=6.S/D=2.83.H/D=5.66
-o.s
TRBJJSVERSE DiST.
Figure 174 . Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 13








S =0.0508 METERS 5/DJ = 3.510 HO/DJ = 7.020 VMfllN = 16.8 M/SEC VJET = 113.0 M/SEC TMHIN = 666.3 K TJET = 304.5 K THEB = 0.3938 BLORRT= 15.834 DENRflTIO= 2.353 TR1TIO=0.457













CONTOUR 1 2 3










-o.s i.s i.sTRBNSVERSE OIST. Z/S " TRBhG'/ERSE OIST. Z/S







Figure 175. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 14
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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FOLDOl/T FHAiffi










MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 15. TEST SECTION I. PLflTE 115 , J =106-29 , S/D = 2-83
(U-VtBINl/VJET







Figure 176. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 15
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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MEASURED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO 15.PLflTE
'0.0



















(U-VHIINI/VJET (U-VmiN>/VJET (U-VmtN)AJET (U-VTBINI/VJET
MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 16, PLflTE M-6(OFF-SET).Jfl=6.46 . J =106.78 , S/D =2.00 , H/D = 8.00
CONTOUR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
VflLUE 0.0000 0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 0-2000 0-2500 0-3000 0-3500 0-4000 0-5000 0.6000
i 1 i l l .
1.0








TRPNSVERSE DI8T. Z/S 1.5 -0.5 TRWSVERSE DI6T. 1/6 1.5 TRANSVERSE DIET. Z/S l.S -0.5 TRANS-VERSE D1ST. Z/S 1.5
MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 16. PLflTE M-6( OFF-SET) ,JR=6.46 ,J = 106-78 .S/D =2.00 .H/D =8-00
Figure 177. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 16
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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FOLOOUT
S =0-0254 METERS S/OJ = 2.416 HO/OJ = 9.666 VMRIN = 5.2 tt/SEC VJET = 35.0 M/SEC TURIN = 368.8 K TJET = 169.5 K THEB = 0.4409 BLORRT= 15.745 DENRRTIO= 2.321
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MEflS'JRED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 17, PLflTE M-6(OFF-SET) ,Jfl=26.5 , J = 106.82 , S/D =2.00 , H/D = 8-00
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MERSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 17, PLflTE H-61 OFF-SET) .Jfl=26.5 ,J = 106-82 . S/D =2.00 , H/D =8.00
1.5
Figure 178. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 17





S =0.0508 METERS S/OJ = 2.358 HO/DJ r 4.716 VMRIN = 17.4 fl/SEC VJET = 30.4 H/SEC THflIN = 684.2 K TJET = 316-3 K THEB = 0.2116 BLORflI= 3.800 DENRflT10= 2.173 TRflTIO=0.462
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MERSURED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO 18.PLRTE M-7. J=6-64. S/D=2.00, H/D=4-00
-0.5
TRRNSVERSE OIST.
Figure 179. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 18
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/S " TRANSVERSE OIST. Z/S
MERSURED VELOCITY CONTOURS FOR TEST NO 19.PLRTE M-7. J=27-13. 5/0=2-00. H/D=4-00
-04
TRANSVERSE DIST. Z/S 14
Figure 180. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 19






S =0.0508 METERS S/OJ = 2.519 HO/DJ = 5.039 VMRIN = 16.2 M/SEC VJET = 112-0 M/SEC TURIN = 637.4 K TJET = 307.8 K THEB = 0.4865 8LORflT= 15.314 DENRRT10= 2.209 TRflTIO=0.483
= 0.500




MEflSURED VELOCITY PROFILES FOR TEST NO 20, TM=CONST, 45 DEGREE SLOTS , J = 106-18 , S/D = 2-00 . H/D = 4-00
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VRLUE
1 2 3 4
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Figure 181. Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 20
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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PASK 8§
OF POOR QUALITY POOR
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Figure 182 . Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 21
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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FOUXXJT FRAME FRAME
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Figure 183 . Measured Velocity
Distributions for Test No. 22
of DJM Phase III Testing.
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FOLDOUT FRAME 2_ FOLDOUT
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